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Good afternoon.

I am very pleased to be here today.

I have

been asked to tell you a little about the Federal Trade Commission
and then discuss two broad areas of Commission activity that are of
particular

interest

These

to you.

areas

relate

to,

first,

marketing practices, particularly telemarketing and, second, to
credit practices, especially rules governing the extension of a
loan and lending discrimination.

At the outset I must say that the views I express are my own
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Commission or any
individual Commissioner.

The

Commission was

established

authority over antitrust matters.
1 ~

in

1914

and

given broad

Its antitrust authority, which

is shared with the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice,
continues as a vital part of the Commission's mission.

Since the

late 1930s, the Commission also has had an extremely broad mandate
to safeguard consumers from unfair or deceptive acts or practices.
You often see mention of the Commission in the newspapers in
connection with enforcement actions,
franchises

or business

telemarketing issues.

opportunities,

involving credit
and

the

full

repair,
gamut

of

We also closely follow issues involving all

aspects of advertising -- from food to dietary supplements to
automotive fuels, to smokeless tobacco, as well as claims made for
weight loss and smoking cessation programs, and various health care
procedures.
1

As this sampling of substantive areas suggests, the Commission
is the only general jurisdiction consumer protection agency in the
United States, and we are extremely proud of our efforts on behalf
of consumers.

Under our enabling statute and other laws we enforce,
variety of tools are available to us,
actions

in

federal

court

administrative law judges.

or

law enforcement

incl~ding

before

the

a

Commission's

own

In such actions, the Commission often

obtains injunctive relief, which requires the deceptive or unfair
activities to cease.

Additionally, the courts may order defendants

to pay redress to consumers who have been harmed by the challenged
acts, or order disgorgement of defendants' ill-gotten gains.

In addition to such traditional law enforcement actions, the

a,,

Commission also provides varying forms of industry guidance through
trade regulation rules, and also through less formal
or

11

11

guidelines 11

policy statements, .. which allow us to be flexible in selecting

the most effective means of dealing with particular issues.
example,

the

Commission

has

issued

formal

rules

disclosures in areas as diverse as the funeral

For

governing

industry,

the

franchise industry, used car industry, and the pay-per-call, or 900
number industry.

Our less formal guidelines address issues such as

environmental advertising, and last year we issued an enforcement
policy statement addressing food advertising.
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Let me emphasize that our focus in all of these areas .is to

'. J

ensure that consumers have accurate and truthful information so
that their purchasing decisions -- whether involving acquisition of
a business venture or purchase of a recycled container -- are made
with

accurate

knowledge

of

the

choices

that

are

available.

Similarly, we strive to give industry guidance up front,
effort to ensure a level playing field for

a~l

in an

and spur creativity.

Now that I have given you a flavor of what the Commission is
and what it does, let me turn to the two broad areas you may be
most interested in -- marketing practices and credit practices.

1.

~

Marketing Practices

One of

the

Commission's most

successful

programs involves telemarketing fraud.

law enforcement

The Commission devotes

significant law enforcement resources to combatting such fraudulent
conduct, and this is one of the areas where we often work with the
assistance of state and local law enforcement agencies, as well as
other federal enforcement agencies such as the FBI and U.S. Postal
Service.

Let me give you a sense of the consumer injury sustained as a
result of telemarketing fraud:

The House Committee on Government

Operations has estimated that over 8 billion telemarketing calls
are made each year, and in 1991 alone, telemarketing sales exceeded

'\)
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$250

While

billion.

the

vast

majority

of

such

sales

are

legitimate, consumers' losses to fraudulent telemarketers may be in
the range of $3 billion to $40 billion annually.

~.
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Not only is the economic loss striking, so too is the nature
of

some

of

the

fraudulent

conduct.

telemarketers prey on vulnerable
elderly.

Too

consumers,

often,

fraudulent

many of whom are

Because of the significant consumer injury and the fact

that these frauds keep springing up, the Commission's commitment to
combatting telemarketing fraud remains strong.

There is seemingly no end to the types of fraudulent sales
pitches we have seen.
11

investment 11 pitch.

One staple has been what I would call the
Here,

the representation is made that the

investment is low risk, will yield a high return and, of course,
must be acted upon quickly.
invest in?

Just what are consumers encouraged to

Anything from allegedly -- and let me stress that word

-- rare coins, limited edition works of art, to gemstones. 2

Most

recently, we are seeing investment pitches that target consumers'
interests in new technologies, such as alleged investments in the

House Committee on Government Operations, The Scourge of
Telemarketing Fraud: What Can Be Done Against It? H.R. Rep. No.
421, 102d Cong., 1st Sess., at 5, 7 (1991).
2

E.g., FTC v. Levine, 93 Civ. 1972 (E.D.N.Y. 1995) (art
fraud); FTC v. Goddard Rarities. Inc., CV-93-4602 JMI (C.D. Cal.
1994) (coins); FTC v. Newport Gems.Inc., CV-90-2001-R (C.D. Cal.
1991) (gemstones) .
4

•

development of novel wireless communication technologies. 3

A different

kind of

telemarketing

referred to as the "you've just won"

sales pitch might

be

or "prize promotions" pitch.

While this pitch may be initiated by a "cold" telephone call, it is
often preceded by a postcard informing consumers that they need
only call to claim the fabulous prize they_have already won-- a
luxury car, vacation trip or costly jewelry.

What the consumers

learn only later, however, after spending money for the prize, is
that

the

jewelry is nearly worthless or the

travel vouchers

r equire payment of substantial sums for redemption or have onerous
restrictions. 4

Yet an additional area of fraud involves what I might call the

> "service-oriented" telemarketing pitches. Here, in some instances,
1

telemarketers target victims of previous sales pitches who did not
receive their prize or promotion and offer their services -- for a
fee of course -- in assisting the consumer to obtain or recover the
gift previously promised.

We are particularly concerned that a new

generation of telemarketers are operating these so-called "recovery
rooms," and, using lists of consumers who have been victimized by
an unscrupulous telemarketer in the past, representing that, for a
~' FTC v. Digital Interactive Assocs., Inc., No. 95-Z-754
{D. Colo.)
{complaint filed April 4, 1995); FTC v. Chase McNulty
Grouo, Inc., No. 95-524-CIV-T-25E {M.D. Fla.)
{complaint filed
April 4, 1995).
3
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~'FTC v. Passport International(e), No. 92-275-CIV-ORL22 {M.D. Fla. 1993).
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